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Get the word out with Social Media!
We welcome and encourage you to use social media during the Academy. Follow us on Twitter

(@federalists and @ecas_europe) and Facebook (European Federalists and
European Citizen Action Service (ECAS)). Use the hashtag #WeAreEurope for all
Federalist Academy-related tweets and posts. Here are some guidelines that will help you to have a
great social media presence:


Tweet and create posts about the sessions (without sharing sensitive information) - discuss
topics of interest and comment on political debate



Engage with other Academy participants online



Take pictures during sessions and breaks, tweet or post them on Facebook



Retweet!



Provide feedback to UEF and ECAS staff



Be respectful in tone and content -- remember, your posts are public and live forever!
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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the We are Europe Academy.
The “We are Europe Academy” is a training event for civil society activists organised by the Union of
European Federalists (UEF) and the European Citizens Action Service (ECAS) in the context of the We
are Europe project, supported by the European Commission’s Europe for Citizens program.
The Academy will help activists from civil society organisations to develop their practical skills on
political communication, campaigning, citizen engagement, grass roots campaigning and organisation
building to better prepare themselves to be active participants in the ongoing debate on the future of
Europe, particularly in the run up to the European elections, and in the public debate against raising
nationalism.
Particular focus on how to apply the knowledge and skills during the run up to the European Parliament
elections in May 2019.
During the Academy participants will be divided in groups and asked to complete practical projects.
Four fictional CSO profiles will be created and provided with assigned projects to each group. All CSOs
will work together towards the development and implementation of a given project through the
weekend.
Interaction and the exchange of ideas and experiences is encouraged – participants will learn from one
another as well as from expert speakers and facilitators.
We trust this weekend will empower you to renew your effort as activist and enable you to apply newly
developed knowledge and skills in an effective manner.
Engage with speakers, facilitators and other participants and make the best out of this week-end!
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AGENDA

Friday 9 November
Venue Mundo-B, rue d’Edimbourg 26, 1050 Ixelles
14:00 – 14:45

OPENING





Welcome and outline of the program
Introduction of participants
Targets and desired outcomes
This time I’m voting presented by Sara Joffre

Introduction by Inês Moreira, We are Europe Academy facilitator

14:45 – 15:15

PLENARY SESSION
CHALLENGES FOR CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS IN VIEW OF THE 2019 EUROPEAN ELECTIONS
Introductions by:
-

Assya Kavrakova, Executive Director of European Citizen Action Service
Paolo Vacca, Secretary-General of the Union of European Federalists

Followed by Q&A session

15:15 – 16:15

1st Face-to-Face
Getting ready to engage in the debate on the Future of Europe
“OUR MONEY”





Is the EU budget enough and is it spent on the right policies?
Do we need more cross-border solidarity to make the euro work?
Will austerity ever end?
Is it time for EU taxes to finance EU policies?

With the participation of:
-

Christopher Glück, President of the Young European Federalists

Challenged by Inês Moreira, We are Europe facilitator

16:15 – 16:45

16:45 – 17:45

Coffee break

Workshops on Political Communication (1st round)
Each participant participates in two workshops among:
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17:50 – 18:50

18:50 – 19:30

Formulating an effective
political communication
strategy

Exploiting social media at
their best for political
communication

Running pan-European communication
campaigns in the framework of
transnational partnerships

Led by Monica Tiberi,
Communication Adviser in
the European Committee
of the Regions

Led by Marzia Buonaroti,
Social media assistant at
Socialists & Democrats at EP

Led by Ansgar Kiene,
Climate Energy Policy Advisor at
Greenpeace EU

Workshops on Political Communication (2nd round)
Formulating an effective
political communication
strategy

Exploiting social media at
their best for political
communication

Running pan-European communication
campaigns in the framework of
transnational partnerships

Led by Monica Tiberi,
Communication Adviser in
the European Committee
of the Regions

Led by Marzia Buonaroti,
Social media assistant at
Socialists & Democrats at EP

Led by Ansgar Kiene,
Climate Energy Policy Advisor at
Greenpeace EU

PRACTICAL PROJECT – GROUP MEETINGS
Participants are divided into 4 groups and familiarise with their profiles, groups and assigned projects.
Within each group, each pair of participants represents an imaginary CSO. All the CSOs in each group need
to work together towards the development and implementation of a given project through the weekend.
Participants work in groups to reflect on the learning of the afternoon and draw conclusions for their
assigned project.

19:30

Networking drinks

Saturday 10 November
Venue Mundo-B, rue d’Edimbourg 26, 1050 Ixelles
08:30

Opening

08:45

Introduction to the day

09:00 – 10:00

2nd Face-to-Face
Getting ready to engage in the debate on the Future of Europe
“OUR SECURITY”





How do EU citizens perceive security in Europe?
Are perceived threats real or politically driven?
What role for the EU in ensuring homeland security?
Security, freedom and national sovereignty: is it a new incompatibility triangle?

With the participation of:
-

Aleksejs Dimitrovs, EFA Advisor on Legal Affairs, Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

Challenged by Ophélie Omnes, President of UEF France

10:05 – 11:05

Workshops on citizens’ engagement (1st round)
Each participant participates in two workshops among:
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Activating membership
for European activities

Promoting Europe reaching
out to new circles

Going digital to engage citizens with
Europe

Led by Martin Maréchal,
President of JEF Belgium

Led by Davide Capecchi,

Led by Elisa Lironi,
Digital Democracy Manager at ECAS

Outreach expert

11:05 – 11:35

11:40 – 12:40

Coffee break

Workshops on citizens’ engagement (2nd round)
Activating membership
for European activities
Led by Martin Maréchal,
President of JEF Belgium

12:40 – 13:30

Promoting Europe reaching
out to new circles

Going digital to engage citizens with
Europe

Led by Davide Capecchi,

Led by Elisa Lironi,
Digital Democracy Manager at ECAS

Outreach expert

PRACTICAL PROJECT – GROUP MEETINGS
Participants work in groups to reflect on the learning of the morning and draw conclusions for their
assigned project.

13:30 – 14:30

14:30 – 15:30

Lunch

3rd Face-to-Face
Getting ready to engage in the debate on the Future of Europe
“OUR DEMOCRACY”





Are closer EU integration and national democracies becoming a contradiction?
Is the EU a democracy?
How can citizens influence EU decisions?
How to counter the proponents of illiberal democracy?

With the participation of:
-

Paolo Vacca, Secretary-General of the Union of European Federalists

Challenged by Ophélie Omnes, President of UEF France

15:35 – 16:35

Workshops on tools for non-party actors in electoral periods (1st round)
Each participant participates in two workshops among:
Lobbying the EP candidates
and political advocacy

Countering fake news in the
European election campaign

Promoting turnout at the next
European elections

Led by Huw Longton,
Training and Outreach
Coordinator at ECAS

Led by Flavio Grazian, Digital
Democracy Coordinator at ECAS

Roger Casale,
Secretary General of the New
Europeans

16:35 – 17:05

17:05 – 18:05

Coffee break

Workshops on tools for non-party actors in electoral periods (2nd round)
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18:05 – 19:00

Lobbying the EP candidates
and political advocacy

Countering fake news in the
European elections campaign

Promoting turnout at the next
European elections

Led by Huw Longton,
Training and Outreach
Coordinator at ECAS

Led by Flavio Grazian, Digital
Democracy Coordinator at ECAS

Roger Casale,
Secretary General of the New
Europeans

PRACTICAL PROJECT – GROUP MEETINGS
Participants work in groups to reflect on the learning of the afternoon and draw conclusions for their
assigned project.

19:00

End of session

19:30

Group dinner at Enoteca da Valentino

Sunday 11 November
Venue Mundo-B, rue d’Edimbourg 26, 1050 Ixelles
09:00 – 10:30

Finalisation of projects

10:30 – 11:30

Presentation of projects
Group feedback based on: effectiveness, originality, imagination and professionalism
Presentation of participants’ conclusions on lessons learned for their own organisations

11:30 – 12:00

Evaluation and feedback

12:00

Closing

End of the We are Europe Academy
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

N°

Title

First name

1 Mr. Jan
2 Ms. Zita

Country of
residence

Last name

Organisation (or UEF Section)

Van Blerk

Netherlands

Youth Social Rights Network

Spain

UEF of Canary Island

Spain

UEF of Canary Island

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Mr.

Jose Ignacio

Szmzö
Apestegui de la
Torre

Ms.

Sara

Fasoli

Belgium

European Volunteer Centre

Ms.

Maryna

Iaroshevych

Belgium

Ukrainian World Congress

Mr.

François

Mennerat

France

UEF-France

Mr.

Roberto

Susta

Italy

Movimento Federalista Europeo - Perugia

Mr.

Christoforos Pavlakis

Greece

Generation 2.0 for diversity and equality

Ms.

Myriam

Buyse

Belgium

EC, AIACE-Belgique, GROEN

Mr.

Christoph

Liesen

Germany

Junge Liberale

Ms.

Eszter

Nagy

Hungary

UEF Hungary

Ms.

Atarah

Arlt

Germany

Kreisverband Tübingen

Mr.

Güray

Serbest

Belgium

EU-Logos Athéna

Mr.

Alain

Calmes

Luxembourg

UEFL

Mr.

Mark

Depew

Germany

Mehr-Demokratie. e.V

Mr.

Marc

Soignet

Belgium

European Humanist Federation

Mr.

Petar

Markovic

Belgium

ECIT Foundation/European Alternatives/ULB

Ms.

Pauline

Gessant

France

UEF

Mr.

Hugh

Waldock

United Kingdom

SUFE

Ms.

Sandra

Laquelle

EU

The MobiliseYourCity Partnership

Mr.

Mattia

Tosato

EU

Future member of UEF

Ms.

Anne

de Zeeuw

Netherlands

Netwerk Democratie

Mr.

Richard Osei Bonsu

Belgium

OMANIAE

Mr.

Piero

Messina

France

TrentinoEuropa

Mr.

Yves

Calbert

Belgium

Brussels Diplomatic (Press)

Ms.

Alla

Tourguieva

EU

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Mr.

Abolfazl

Beheshti

France

SMBC
Environment & Sustainable Development
European Network ( ESDEN )

Mr.

Willy

Vanolst

Belgium

European Parliament

Ms.

Sonya

Mouwaffiq

Belgium

Belgian Youth Diplomacy

Mr.

Luca

Arfini

EU

EFJ

Ms.

Sonja

Afanasjeva

Belgium

JEF Europe

Ms.

Nelly

Jazra

Belgium

AFEM

Ms.

Anges

Bernard

EU

EP

Ms.

Catherine

Dimitroulias

France

AFEM

Mr.

Jakub

Zientala

Netherlands

JEF Netherlands

Mr.

Veselin

Sharov

Bulgaria

Tiras consulting

Mr.

Herculano

Mendes

Portugal

Iscte-Iul-Instituto Universitário de Lisboa

Mr.

Alban

Isufaj

Albania

European Movement Albania
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39
40
41
42

Mr.

Vigan

Berisha

EU

Individual member

Mr.

Paolo

Vacca

Belgium

Secretary-General of the UEF

Ms

Giulia

Simoni

Belgium

ECAS

Ms.

Madjiguène

Gaye

France

UEF France
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SPEAKERS

Paolo VACCA
Paolo Vacca is the Secretary General of the Union of European
Federalists, a pan-European, non-governmental political
organisation dedicated to the promotion of European political
unity. He is also Secretary General of The Spinelli Group, a
network of federalist members of the European Parliament. He
is a long-standing federalist activist with experience at local,
national and European level and has organised countless
conferences, seminars, events and grass-root campaigns and
actions across Europe promoting European unity.
Professionally Paolo is Director Legal Affairs Europe for a global
chemical multinational.

Assya KAVRAKOVA
Assya Kavrakova is the Executive Director of the European
Citizen Action Service (ECAS), an international non-profit
organization, based in Brussels, with a pan-European
membership and 27 years of experience in EU citizens’ rights
enforcement and civic participation in the EU decision-making
process. Before joining ECAS in 2012, Assya served as the
Director of European Policies and the Civic Participation
Program at the Open Society Institute (OSI-S) in Sofia, Bulgaria,
from 2000 to 2012.

Christopher GLÜCK
Christopher Glück has been an activist in the federalist
movement since 2008 and President of the Young European
Federalists (JEF) since 2015. He has a background in history and
is a graduate in EU law from the College of Europe. He has been
working on EU economic affairs and financial regulation first as
a government official at the UK Treasury and then and as policy
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adviser for a member of the European Parliament following in
particular the Economic and Monetary Committee.

Monica TIBERI
Monica Tiberi is Communications Adviser for the PES Group in
the European Committee of the Regions. Formerly she was
Communications Officer at International Crisis Group, an
advocacy organisation working on conflict prevention, Social
Media Officer in the Socialists and Democrats Group in
the European Parliament, and Communication Manager at
Carnegie Europe, a foreign policy think tank. Monica studied
EU International Relations and Diplomacy at the College of
Europe (Belgium) and Political Science at the University of
Urbino (Italy). She is a committed member of the Union of
European Federalists.

Ansgar KIENE
Ansgar Kiene is Climate/ Energy Policy Advisor with
the Greenpeace EU Unit and aims to foreground the correlation
of environmental protection and sustainable development
with a focus on environmentally sound & socially just
energy solutions. Prior he has been responsible for the World
Future Council climate & energy Africa programme based in
Johannesburg, South Africa. Ansgar also served as Secretary
General of the African Renewable Energy Alliance.

Aleksejs DIMITROVS
Aleksejs Dimitrovs is a legal advisor for the Greens/EFA Group
in the European Parliament. Previously he has worked in the
Parliament of Latvia and in the Office of the Minister for
Society Integration in Latvia. As a member of the board of the
Latvian Human Rights Committee has been involved info
a number of cases in the Latvian Constitutional Court, the UN
Human Rights Committee and the European Court of Human
Rights. He holds a master degree in international law from the
University of Latvia.
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Martin MARECHAL
Martin Maréchal has a background in translation and
linguistics. After taking part in several international
conferences throughout Europe, he has then joined the
federalist family. He has been the President of the Young
European Federalists in Belgium for two years. Formally
working as Project officer at UEF, he now fights to actively
promote a more social and environmentally sustainable
Europe.

Davide CAPECCHI
Davide Capecchi is currently working as programme manager
for an international organisation on a joint programme for
youth research, policy and practice. He was director of the
European Youth Information and Counselling Agency and
previously president of the Erasmus Student Network. He holds
a graduate certificate in nonprofit management from Johns
Hopkins University, and an MBA in international arts
management from Salzburg University and Columbia College
(Chicago). He is Italian and German, and lives in Brussels.

Elisa LIRONI
Elisa Lironi is the Digital Democracy Manager for the European
Citizen Action Service (ECAS). She develops and leads ECAS’
Digital Democracy agenda by implementing EU projects and
research studies in this focus area. She is currently coordinating
ECAS’s part in the YouVoteEU (REC project) – the platform for
the European Elections 2019. Her most recent publications
includes the “Potential and Challenges of E-Participation in the
EU” (2016) for the European Parliament and “EU Public
Consultations in the Digital Age: Enhancing the Role of the EESC
and Civil Society Organisations” (2017) for the EESC.
She is currently part of the team working with SecretariatGeneral on developing and implementing the European
Citizens’ Initiative Forum.
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Roger CASALE
Roger Casale is the Founder and Secretary General of New
Europeans, an award-winning pro-European civil rights
organisation based in Brussels and London. He is also the
initiator of the "Green Card for Europe" proposal. In 2017 he
co-organised the Unite for Europe March and the People's
March for Europe in London. He is a former UK Member of
Parliament and has lived, worked and studied in Berlin, Munich,
Oxford and Bologna. He speaks German, Italian and some
French (and a lot of English) and lives in Italy.

Flavio GRAZIAN
Flavio Grazian is the Digital Democracy Coordinator at the
European Citizen Action Service (ECAS). He focuses on Online
Disinformation and Media Literacy and supports the
implementation of activities related to ECAS’ Digital Democracy
Agenda. He is currently working on ECAS’s activities in the
YouVoteEU (REC project) – the platform for the European
Elections 2019. He is also supporting ECAS’ activities related to
the European Citizens’ Initiative and the European Citizens’
Initiative Forum.

Huw LONGTON
Huw Longton is Training and Outreach Coordinator at ECAS and
is responsible for delivering training on EU funding
programmes, the 2021-27 Multiannual Financial Framework,
EU advocacy and the European Semester. Prior to that, he was
Communication and Outreach Coordinator at ECAS and has
studied Journalism and Contemporary History (BA) and
Government, Policy and Politics (MSc).
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Sara JOFFRE
Sara Joffre is responsible within the European Parliament's DG
COMM Elections team for relations with partner networks.
She has 18 years' experience working as a project manager on
communication projects, first in the private sector and for the
past 5 years at the European Parliament.

MODERATORS

Inês MOREIRA
Inês Moreira is a freelance trainer, facilitator and project
manager working with within the fields of Erasmus+,
leadership, social inclusion and youth development. She has
facilitated multiple large-scale conferences and worked with
international institutions and organisations such as the Council
of Europe, the Asia-Europe Foundation, the European Youth
Forum, JEF Europe and the Erasmus Student Network. She is a
co-founding
member
of
Confia
International
(confiainternational.eu) and member of the SALTO-Youth pool
of trainers.

Ophélie OMNES
Ophélie Omnes is the President of UEF France. She has been an
activist in the federalist movement since 2010, being active on
both national and European levels. Among other things, she
was Vice-President of the Young European Federalists (JEF)
between 2015 and 2017. She is also a business litigation lawyer,
with experience gained in Paris and Luxembourg, after she
graduated in EU law from the Sorbonne University.
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PRACTICAL PROJECTS

Guidelines
We hope you will enjoy the discussions with our speakers and gain insight into the various aspects of
political communication. To make this experience a truly interactive one, we ask you to carry out a
practical project, for you to put in practice the learnings of the weekend.
At the beginning of the Academy, you will be assigned one of our four sections: Rajtoj, IVSN, Reto or
Kamparaj. You will create, with other participants from your team, a coherent and efficient
communication plan promoting federalist goals within your organisation and in the country where your
Civil Society Organisation (CSO) is based in. The CSO scenario you receive will be starting point for your
communication plan and the recent resolution of the international CSO Network on “the campaign for
the European Parliament elections” will be your political framework and define the ultimate political
goals for your communication. Read carefully both the CSO scenarios and the resolution.
In addition to the learnings from our speakers, follow these guidelines to carry out your task
successfully:
-

-

-

-

-

Analyse your situation properly
Situation analysis is the stepping-stone of your project. Make sure that you incorporated all
the parameters listed in your section’s description before starting your work. You do not want
to risk back-pedalling in the middle of your project. Make sure you are tackling a relevant topic,
with the appropriate tools, check that you have the capacity to execute the plan. Consider a
SWOT analysis.
Set out a clear and realistic goal
With the help of your situation analysis, determine your objective. Take assumptions and
constraints into account, think about the bigger project of your CSO and do not forget to
establish an adequate scope.
Include the different elements of a classic communication plan
As you will learn throughout the weekend, different communication elements could facilitate
your work. Keep in mind that a communication plan details why you communicate, who to
target, what are the key messages you want to convey, when is the best timing, how and by
whom each message will be delivered. Without those elements, your plan will not be
considered complete.
Go into details
The more your plan will be detailed, the more concrete obstacles and opportunities will
emerge. Define the tools you will use precisely, the timing of each steps you plan to undertake,
the staff you will need, the budget you have to allocate to each activity, etc. This will allow you
to create a plan that will be well-targeted, realistic and efficient.
Monitor and measure
Make sure you can know whether the objective has been completed after the plan has been
carried out. For this, you need to plan ahead how this assessment can be done. Again, different
tools and techniques might be used to understand the impact of your work.
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Framework:
Resolution of the Federal Committee on the campaign for the European Parliament
elections
Considering
1. that the elections of the European Parliament in May 2019 will represent a moment of great importance
for the debate on the future of Europe and a crucial opportunity to promote the case for a federal Europe
with citizens, political parties and candidates;
2. a campaign by the federalist organizations is essential to influence the positions of political parties on the
future of Europe and the way they will promote the European project during the electoral campaign;
3. grassroots activities by the federalist organizations during the electoral campaign are essential to ensure
that the option of a democratic, united and federal Europe is visible to citizens and candidates at a time
when Europe is squeezed between anti-Europeans and defenders of the status quo;
4. activities with candidates from all political parties during the electoral campaign, including challenging
them to present bold proposals for the future of Europe, can lay the ground for stronger federalist activities
in the next European Parliament.

Resolves

5. to engage in a campaign for the elections of the European Parliament in May 2019 articulated in the
following phases/pillars and with the following objectives and main activities

Phase 1 – Elections preparation
Duration: April 2018 – November 2018

Objectives: (1) ensure that the European political parties continue the system of the Spitzenkandidaten and
nominate their candidate for the position of European Commission President in advance of the elections, (2)
ensure that the European political parties prepare to run a pan-European campaign focused on European
issues; and (3) influence the political platforms of political parties at European and national level to include
federalist demands and objectives, in particular on Eurozone reform, EU treaty reforms and the challenges
of defence and security and growth.

Activities: (1) prepare a set of key requests that the federalists would like to see in the platforms of the
European political parties; (2) activate civil society organisation members active in political parties to advance
federalist demands in respective parties’ platforms and activities; (3) organise private and public meetings
with European political parties to discuss and promote federalist proposals, (4) participate in European
congresses of the European political parties, (5) seek support of a broader network of NGOs to amplify
federalist demands.

Phase 2 – Elections run up
Duration: December 2018 – March 2018
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Objectives: (1) promote federalist positions in the debate leading to the European elections; (2) influence the
narrative of the European political parties in the electoral campaign.

Activities: (a) meeting with each of the Spitzenkandidaten; (b) meeting with party campaign managers; (c)
debates with political parties representatives on key points of their political programmes; and (d) use of
social media to promote federalist subjects and proposals.

Phase 3: Towards the vote

Duration: April 2019-May 2019

Objectives: (1) obtain commitments by candidates from all political parties to a federalist pledge, (2) promote
federalist positions and attack anti-federalist positions by candidates and political parties at European and
national level, (3) promote cross-partisan debates with candidates to promote federalist demands; (4)
promote the case of a federal Europe with citizens at large; and (5) invite citizens to support candidates
across parties that support federalist demands.

Activities: (1) contact individual candidates at European, national and local level asking support to a federalist
list of demands, (2) communication activities (including a website and social media) to promote federalist
positions and attack anti-federalist positions by candidates and political parties at European and national
level.

Final event: Strasbourg July 2019

Organise a final event in Strasbourg, on the occasion of the opening session of the new European
Parliament, and on the 40th anniversary of the first direct European election, inviting all elected candidates
who have signed the federalist pledge, if possible with a related public action, using also the network of
partners.

6. to constitute a taskforce in charge of running Civil Society Organisation campaign activities for the
European elections, supporting the European Secretariat and the Bureau of the CSO network;

7. invites members of other organisations to join such taskforce;

8. invites each national section to appoint one national focal point for the European taskforce to ensure
engagement of national sections with the European proposals and activities;

9. calls on the Network Bureau with the support of the Secretariat to produce a full evaluation report in
order to assess the achievement of the campaign goals;

10. encourages national sections to participate in the activities organized by the European level and organize
similar activities at national level.
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Scenario 1: Rajtoj
International NGO

SECRETARIAT BASED IN: Brussels
STATUS: NGO
SCOPE: International network
STAFF: 10
MEMBERS: 45

Background: Created in Brussels in 1995, Rajtoj is a non-profit association composed of a number of national
branches in Europe in Africa, in Asia and United States.
The executive director is a former Council of Europe Human Rights Commissioner and a long-standing
human rights activist.
Mission: The organisation seeks to shape European and international policies in way that strengthen
democracy, uphold the rule of law and protect human rights globally.
Objectives: Rajtoj conducts research, field missions, conducts analysis and monitoring measures of a wide
range of human rights concerns in many countries in Europe and around the world. An international network
of correspondents and experts provides the NGO with first-hand information.
Actions: Rajtoj aims to strengthen the culture of human rights by sharing information, publishing reports
and organising seminars and events that educate policy makers and inform the civil society actors. Rajtoj
focuses particular attention on freedom of expression, freedom of religion or belief, trafficking in human
trafficking, ethnic and linguistic minorities and human rights violations.
The foundation for Rajtoj advocacy is the body of international covenants and treaties that bind its parties
to the respect of fundamental rights and freedom. These instruments include the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the European Charter of Fundamental
Rights and legal precedents set by decisions of the European Court of Human Rights.
The organisation addresses its advocacy primarily through EU institutions, the United Nations, the
Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA), the Council of Europe and the Organisation for Security and Cooperation
in Europe (OSCE).
Rajtoj develops advocacy through the EU institutions, the FRA (Fundamental Rights Agency), the Council of
Europe, the OSCE and the United Nations.
Funding sources: European Commission, Private foundations, membership fees.
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Scenario 2: IVSN
International NGO

SECRETARIAT BASED IN: Paris
STATUS: NGO
SCOPE: International network
STAFF: 7
MEMBERS: 82

Background: International Volunteer Service Network (IVSN) is an International Non-Governmental Civil

Society Organisation founded after the World War II in 1948 with the aim of Peace Building and
reconstruction of the Europe.
From the 1950s the number of volunteer organisations increased all over the world, touching different
thematic from de-colonisations to peace, from disarmament to health and human rights.
In the early 1960s, IVSN began to make contacts with youth organisations in the then socialist countries of
Eastern Europe and in the 1970s and 1980s it served as a crucial neutral platform, which enabled volunteer
youth exchanges between east and west to be organised.
During the 1980s the number of East-West projects across the "iron curtain" increased.
In the first 1990s, the North-South and Asia-Europe relationships became increasingly important. From then
on, IVSN became known as a space for the improvement of quality standards for exchanges and for
discussion on the development of the International Voluntary Service movement.
Mission: Peacebuilding by bringing together people of different backgrounds in order to achieve the change in the
minds-set of people and peaceful living together. Promotion of cultural diversity and strive for the European
minorities access to their rights.

Actions: Leading the reflections of the movement on the impact, recognition and policies related to
International Voluntary Service, IVSN members work today around the five key topics of Intercultural
Dialogue, Sustainable Development, World Heritage, Health and Conflict Transformation.
It supports and develops projects based on the idea that working together on a concrete task is the most effective
way of creating international friendship and understanding. The projects serve as a catalyst for dialogue as they
provide an opportunity to work together according to each person’s ability and to practice living together. In such
situation, national and international volunteers experience a new reality, which can challenge their habits and
convictions as well as those of the local community.
Funding Sources: The European Commission programmes, the Council of Europe European Youth Foundation,
membership fees, and private donors.
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Scenario 3: Reto
International NGO

SECRETARIAT BASED IN: Amsterdam
STATUS: NGO
SCOPE: International network
STAFF: 20
MEMBERS: 190

Background: Reto is one of the biggest and oldest European civil society organisations. However, it is
composed of a myriad of national and local sections that are used to acting independently from each
other, which makes coordination challenging.
The members are diverse and face some challenges related to important changes within the
organisation and the surrounding environment. The organisation count large groups of active members
and volunteers all around Europe.
The younger generation is divided between the support of federalist and pro-European ideas and a
new wave of populist and so-called anti-establishment political movements.
Other more nationalist opinion organisations and institutions often targets Reto and tries to tarnish its
image in their communication, calling them dreamers and utopians.
Mission: Promotion of a Federal Europe towards civil society and towards the decision makers at local,
national and European level. European Union transformation: in times of transformation, national
governments must adapt to enable every citizen to fully participate in and contribute to society and to
the political life, and provide for maximal social inclusion and mobility.

Actions: Mapping of European policies with a range of experts in different political domains such as
security, social services, democracy and law, economic and fiscal issues and other.
Advocacy towards political stakeholder and awareness raising actions to address the civil society about
their rights to take active part at the Europe future shaping.
The organisation and its’ members cooperates with MEPs and with the political actors at national and
European level. It has consultative role towards political bodies, which permits to influence decisionmaking. However, the task is challenging in the particular context of growing populism movements in
Europe and diverse opinions of the how the Europe should look like in the future.
Funding sources: Private donors, Reto foundation, membership fees and European Commission
programmes.
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Scenario 4 : Kamparaj
CSO Kamparaj

CAPITAL CITY: Pisarie
FEDERAL STATE: YES
EUROZONE: NO
NEXT ELECTIONS: November 2023
MEMBERS: 43

Background: Kamparaj is a national civil society organisation based in a small European country with
local sections covering all the regions of the country. The economic crisis and decrease of funding
opportunities has brought concerns for Kamparaj, who worry about the future of the organisation.
However, the members of the particular activist organisation are highly motivated and dedicated to
the organisation and its’ missions.
The average age of members is rather high, with many sections’ leaders living in rural areas and having
limited access to and knowledge of internet and new technologies, which adds some challenges in the
current situation – having financial issues imposing physical meeting restrictions. Kamparaj has an
coordinating office in the capital city but local sections are mainly based in small towns or rural area.
Mission: aims at supporting people in their physical, mental and spiritual development that they may
play constructive roles in society being able to bring a positive change in the society. Environment
protection is key mission of the organisation as it believes that healthy environment helps to achieve
the wellbeing of the people.
Actions: A strong focus on the outdoors activities and personal development for each member of the
society. Main activities implemented are public events, trainings, seminars and national gatherings
tackling different topics related to environment protection, social cohesion and other burning issues of
the societies. The organisation and its’ activities are to all despite social, political, cultural background,
age or religion or other beliefs. The whole political spectrum is represented among members except
from the far-right parties.
Last week the Kamparaj elected their new president, they opted for a pro-European activist in the given
context. President is in the first months of her mandate, and will introduce her first, probably federalistfriendly, policies and strategy for the Plan of Actions in the coming month.
Funding sources: National government grants (calls for proposals, structural grants), small membership
fees and some European commission programmes.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION

ACADEMY VENUE
Mundo-b, Rue d'Edimbourg / Edinburgstraat 26

Field Co

Metro: Porte de Namur/Naamsepoort
ACCOMMODATION VENUE
Leopold Hotel, rue du Luxembourg / Luxemburgstraat 35, 1050 Ixelles
Metro: Trône / Trone
DINNER (Saturday 10th of November at 20:00)
Enoteca Da Valentino, Rue du Champ de Mars / Marsveldstraat 13
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PARTICIPATION CONDITIONS

Contribution
Accepted participants are required to make a contribution of 60 to help towards covering the costs of
venue hire, catering (a welcome reception, one lunch, one dinner and coffee breaks), documents and
other expenses.
Travel reimbursement
Participants residing outside Brussels will be eligible to reimbursement of their travel expenses
(accommodation and subsistence excluded) exceeding 50 EUR and up to a maximum reimbursement
of 150 EUR. Reimbursements will be made on the spot and in cash only. Please, do not forget to bring
the original receipts and tickets with you.
Reimbursements will only be made in cash at the event on Sunday: Please bring all relevant
documents to the academy and note that original copies of all invoices, tickets and boarding cards are
required.
Further information
Should you have any further questions or comments, please contact the UEF Secretariat
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